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A study for improving generation fidelity of VAEs:
Generative modeling is a task that ml-researchers have tried to solve for a very long time.
Among the currently published techniques, GANs [1] and VAEs [2] are more interesting
than the other two i.e. Autoregressive and Flow-based because of their slow inference and
slow training times respectively. Both GANs and VAEs have their pros and cons. But, in
terms of the sheer fidelity of the generated images, GANs happen to be quite ahead in the
game.
VAEs, on the other hand, are way more useful because of the ability to do controlled
latent-space exploration (mainly allowed because of the presence of an Encoder) and also
the ability to numerically compute the likelihood of validation samples at runtime; which is
something that GANs don't allow. So, it is quite logical and interesting to do a thorough
study focused on improving the generation quality of VAEs.
There was a time when GANs were only able to generate low-resolution images stably, but
this changed completely when the Progressive Growing of GANs [3] study was put forth.
This paper also introduced a bunch of novel hacks (apart from the progressive growing of
course) which were motivated from image/signal/graphics processing point of view. This
research was especially important because it showed that by using a number of simple
tricks GANs could be made to generate `1024 x 1024` resolution images without using any
complicated mathematical concepts which is exactly where the GAN research was headed
in general.
A strikingly similar parallel can be drawn with VAEs' current state. Complicated hacks such
as the Vector Quantization or Hierarchical latent space [6] or Fitting a prior to a learned
posterior [4] are introduced to increase the generated resolution and to improve the
quality of the VAE images. As a part of this study, first of all, we would like to evaluate if
the graphics-based techniques introduced by ProGANs are still transferable to VAEs. Post
this initial study, we plan to brainstorm new techniques that build upon the obtained
results and are simple in nature targeted to solve the aforementioned problem/s.
In nutshell, the main goal here is to obtain generated sample quality even better than the
current SOTA GAN without using vector quantization in VAEs especially with a focus on
bringing the high-frequency details in the generated samples. Although, a very recent
work, [5] is a formidable attempt at solving the same problem, they are still tied to the
hierarchical latent space which could be simplified greatly and they still lack highfrequency details in the generated samples.
Datasets: FFHQ (standard), CelebA-HQ (standard), Imagenet (for the biggest scale
experiments)
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Learning multi-view registration
Pose estimation for a set of perspective images (or point clouds) is a critical building block
for applications like HD Map Making and 3D Scene Reconstruction. Most multi-view
registration methods follow a two-step procedure:
1.Estimate the relative poses between every pair of images (or point clouds)

2.Given the relative poses from step 1, estimate, up to a free transformation, the absolute
poses for each image, a.k.a., pose-graph optimization
Recent works 1 2 employ deep neural network for relative pose prediction. But not many
works put emphasis on integrating neural networks to a multi-view registration pipeline.
Gojcic et. al.3 proposed an end-to-end learnable pipeline for multi-view point clouds
registration. The proposed pipeline solves the pose-graph optimization problem using the
spectral relaxation algorithm. Spectral relaxation algorithm is an approximate method. It
over-parameterizes rotation with the rotation matrix and optimize under relaxed
constraints.
Instead of parametrizing 3D rotation with a rotation matrix, one might also parametrize
with quaternions. The pose-graph optimization is then formed as a non-lieanr least square
problem and can be solved with Gauss-Newton algorithm and its variants. 4
There could be multiple directions on improving the current state-of-the-art learnable
methods:

•

Pair-wise pose estimation
One can think of training a siamese neural network to output a distribution over the
manifold of relative poses instead of a single optimal pose. The pose-graph
optimization stage could benefit from the added information from a distribution.

•

Differentiable pose-graph optimization
Another direction is to implement a differentiable Gauss-Newton method and
solving the pose-graph optimization problem in a less over-parameterized way than
the spectral relaxation algorithm.

Datasets
There are many public datasets available for both perspective images and point clouds,
including 3DMatch, ScanNet, Argoverse, FordAV
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Mapping without registered imagery
To create High Definition (HD) Map that fully covers a big scene, for example, a junction or
a wide road, traditional methods:

•

either first aggregate all relevant images and then extract semantic features

•

or first extract semantic features from individual images and then fuse extracted
features

However, both methods rely heavily on accurate pose estimation for the input images.

•

On one hand, accurate camera poses are difficult to maintain on a large scale due
to bad calibration, GNSS errors, accumulated drifts, etc.

•

On the the other hand, neural networks do not necessarily require perfectly aligned
sources as inputs. 1 2

In this project, we will address the problem of extracting HD Map features from overlaping
but not necessarily well-aligned perspective images or birds-eye-view images. More
specifically, we will explore training neural networks to perform this task end-to-end.
Recent works propose methods learning semantic maps in birds-eye-view directly from
multiple perspective images 3. These works often assume that accurate camera poses are
given. However, in real data, camera poses are not always as accurate as the poses
provided in those small-scale benchmark datasets.
In this project, we will instead assume that the input images are only roughly aligned. This
assumption comes from the fact that GNSS information are widely available. But it is a
chalenging task even for the high-end GNSS positioning system that most mobile mapping
vehicles equiped with to achieve center-meter level absolute accuracy.
NuScenes, Argoverse and Berkly interaction are possible datasets to be used.
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Improving efficiency and expressiveness of implicit 3D generative models
Generative modeling techniques allow us to address the shortcoming of supervised
machine learning, i.e. requiring a large amount of labelled samples, because they enable
the creation of realistic synthetic samples from the real data. As Sir Richard Feynman
famously said, “what I cannot create, I do not understand”; not only do generative models
have direct applications in image synthesis, they also allow us to learn complex real world
phenomena entirely from self-supervised data. This may be a key to improving not just
generative, but discriminative tasks as well. Majority of the existing Generative Modeling
techniques are in 2D image generation space while the field of 3D deep learning is only
taking off. There are many interesting areas in 3D deep learning where generative
modeling could be very useful.
In particular, the implicit models for 3D scenes (or any form of data in general) [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6] are currently being researched quite a lot since they have the advantage that the
model sizes do not scale with the number of samples of the scene, but with the complexity
of the scene being modeled. Moreover, these representations are much closer to our
reality in the sense that objects around us are continuous while we perceive discrete
samples from them. However, these models are in their infancy and are far from being
able to be deployed in applications. Thus the overall goal of this study would be to bring
these implicit models into real-time/world applications.
The following research directions are being proposed for this study:

•

Improving the efficiency of the implicit models:

◦ Training efficiency: these implicit models currently need time of the order of
minutes - hours to train on individual scenes. Although [7] has been an attempt
to reduce this time, the fidelity of this shortly-trained model doesn't match the
fully trained model. There is still a big scope of improvement and a plethora of
research ideas to explore to make these models train faster (real-time training
being the ultimate goal).

◦ Inference efficiency: inference with these models is still far from being ready for
real-time applications. The curent state-of-the-art NeRF [3] for instance, takes
~1-2 mins to render a single 1K image from a novel viewpoint. Researching and
engineering techniques to make the rendering of these models real time is not
only interesting, but has a number of applications too. A very recent work [8] is
a good attempt at solving this bottleneck, but there is still a big scope of
improvement.

•

Improving the expressiveness of the implicit models:
All these `implicit model` methods still train one model per scene which is highly inefficient; in spite of being way more efficient than the sample based
representations. Although [7, 1] have shown preliminary results with their
hypernetworks, there is tremendous work that can be done in this space. Explicitly
saying, the goal is to make these models generalize to multiple scenes for scenes
that share content or otherwise. A formidable solution to this problem then opens
up another really interesting question. Let's say we are able to generalize these
models to multiple scenes, what do we get by interpolating between any two
scenes that the models creates. This question paves way to solving the longest
standing problem of generative modelling. The problem of compositionality. Being
able to compose these implicit models will have innumerable applications in
procedural generation.

Datasets: Synthetic-Nerf, Scannet (for efficiency direction and expressiveness direction in
non content sharing case). Maria Sequence (for expressiveness direction in content
sharing case).
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Calibration of deep neural networks
Calibration of deep neural networks refer to the ability of accurately representing the true
data distribution. E.g. in discriminative tasks such as classification, a calibrated network
predicts classes with a confidence approximately matching the original class distribution. It
has been extensively shown that some successful and widely used architectures suffer
from overconfident predictions [1, 2, 3] which in turn hinders uncertainty estimation and
related downstream tasks, e.g. active learning.
Multiple solutions have been proposed with various degrees of implementation complexity
and/or probabilistic assumptions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In this master thesis, we aim at studying
the phenomenon of miscalibration in semantic image segmentation, adapting and
evaluating the existing approaches and developing a robust solution.
To this end, one can explore multiple directions of research: a probabilistic perspective on
the target and predicted data distributions similar to [4, 5], a data oriented approach as in
[6] or something new and original.
The evaluation of the developed method consist in comparing to existing works on
established benchmarks in image classification (e.g. CIFAR-100, SVHN, etc.) and estimating
improvements in downstream tasks, sensitive to miscalibrated predictions, such as in the
multimodal adversarial segmentation presented in [7].
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Task driven learned image compression
Standard image compression techniques are targeted to humans, and focus on the
reconstruction error between the original image and the compressed one [1,2]. Their goal
is thus to create a visually pleasing image with less artifacts as possible given a
compression budget.

In computer vision, images are not given to humans, but to CNNs. We have an opportunity to target
image compression to the task the CNN is solving, and thus optimize for a completely different
goal: CNNs performance at inference time.
This project tries to answer the following question: Can we target image compression to a specific
task? Can we exploit the peculiarities of an application in order to push the boundaries of image
compression?
For example: can we compress (or even erase) the sky in object detection for autonomous driving?
How can we teach a compressor do that?
The goal of the project would be to design a learned image compressor that given a compression
budget can exploit the feedback from a target task to keep performance unchanged.
A task driven compression should be able to generalize to different architectures, and not be
overfitted on a specific CNN architecture. [3] performs joint learning of the compressor and the
CNN, coupling the compression with a specific network. [4] computes per pixel bit-rates based on a
content-weighted importance map, but it still targets visual quality as its main objective. [5]
performs task specific compression, but it is specifically designed for facial analysis; while the
proposed approach should be generic.
The project will initially focus on simple classification datasets like CIFAR, and will gradually
move to more complex tasks such as object detection or instance segmentation.
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Few shot learning for object detection by using shape priors and low-level
features
Few shot learning is still an open problem in Machine Learning, especially for complex
vision tasks such as Object Detection.
There's very little research in few-shot learning for Object Detection [1, 2, 3, 4]. These
methods are mostly based on metric learning and optimizing the latent space structure in
a way that accommodates the few samples that are available for the new classes.
However, these can never represent the true distribution of the new class.
As humans we know that there are properties in objects in general that help us identify
new objects easily, even with a few samples. These properties relate to things that
characterize objects, such as shapes, boundaries, texture etc. We hope that these are
learned implicitly by convolutional neural networks, but not often do we make these
explicit.
Other tasks in computer vision such as instance segmentation have benefited from
information priors such as shape [5, 6] and boundaries [7]. Another work called "Learning
to Segment everything" uses weight transfer in a partially supervise setting to learn to
segment a large number of new classes easily [8].
Can we then Learn to Detect Everything?
With this thesis topic, we will investigate how we can induce shape priors and low level
features of unknown object categories in a few-shot learning object detection setup, in
order to enable reliable detection of new classes with low sample cost. We aim to improve
detection of few-shot classes by giving the models a prior of their shapes and low-level
features first. We will focus on datasets such as Pascal VOC and COCO, as well as novel
benchmarks that include LVIS [9] .
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Important frame selection for efficient learning in videos.
Videos contain many frames. This makes the deep networks dealing with videos less
efficient and computationally intensive.
There has been work to make the training efficient [1]. The focus of these works to
separate space and time domain and use a lower resolution of space in a time domain and
lower resolution of time in the space domain. Since in videos there are many frames with
large overlaps, the keyframe information could be sufficient to perform computer vision
tasks, like action recognition. But how do you select these keyframes?
A naive way could be an offline unsupervised clustering technique, like k-means computed
on image features, that treats images as an unordered set of samples, thus disregarding
temporal information.
However, we hypothesize that leveraging the temporal information is key for a more
informative and efficient selection process. Moreover, we think that the key-selection
process should be tailored to the recognition task at hand. Therefore, in this research, we
would like to study the different approaches to encode and utilize the temporal information
in the key-frame selection, while optimizing for the target task in an end-to-end fashion.
The following are several relevant works in the literature: Temporal shift module [1],
dataset distillation [2], unsupervised deep clustering [3], video summarization [4] and
Something-something [5] is a sample relevant dataset to evaluate the proposed method
on.
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Learning from structured noisy data
With the ever-increasing popularity and success of the highly-parameterized deep neural
networks, the importance of possessing gigantic datasets is increasing at the same time.
However, obtaining huge datasets imposes significant costs, especially on densely labeled
images, for instance in tasks such as semantic segmentation for which a precise
annotation process for an image might take up to several hours [1]. One possible direction
to significantly decrease the costs is to develop machine learning models that are more
robust in handling noisy labels [2-4] to enable learning from coarsely annotated labels or
pseudo-labels making it more feasible to benefit from much more scalable processes of
creating datasets.
Despite the abundance of methods tackling the noisy labels in simpler scenarios, like
image classification [2-3], not many approaches are there to take the anticipated structure
of dense labels, as e.g. in semantic segmentation, into account as a source of information
to tackle the problem [4]. In this project, we aim to answer the following research
question: How can we effectively and efficiently make use of scene structural and shape
priors to identify and mitigate the noisy samples for the semantic segmentation problem?
We will evaluate the performance of the proposed model on standard semantic
segmentation datasets such as CityScapes, Mapillary Vistas, etc. by systematically
introducing noise in them or by using pseudo-labels to train our models.
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